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1. Introduction. An interesting class of phase spaces for autonomous
functional differential equations with infinite retardation has been discussed by
Coleman and Mizel [1]. A special case of their results concerns the Banach space
V of functions mapping the interval ( — oo, 0] into the ^-dimensional Euclidean
space Rn with norm || ||F denned by

j \Φ)\es ds

for φ^V. But, as is pointed out by Hale [3] we can. easily, see that the right-hand
sides of even simple differential difference equations will not be continuous in
the above norm of Coleman and Mizel. Taking a view of this point, the author
considered a Banach space B of measurable functions mapping (— oo,0] into Rn

with the following properties :
( i ) All bounded continuous functions mapping ( —°°,0] into Rn are in B.
(ii) If φ is in B, then Ύσφ, Tσφ and X°φ are in B for each erg^O, where

I φ(s + σ) for s £ ( — 00, — σ) ,

Tσφ{s) = φ(s—σ) for 5 € (-00, 0]

and

φ(s)—φ(-σ) for 5 € [—σ, 0] ,

0 for 5 ̂  ( — 00, — α ) .

(iii) The norm || | |β has the following properties: If φ, ψ are in B and
\<p\ = \ψ\ holds almost everywhere, then H^IU^H'ψΊU. For any sequence {φn} € B
which converges pointwise to some function φ e B, \\φ n — <p\\B—>0 as n—>oo.
Furthermore, || Tσφ — < φ(0) > \\B —> 0 as σ—>oo, where <<£>(0)> is the constant
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function β such that β(s)=<p(0) for all s e ( - c o , 0 ] . \\φ\\B=0 if and only if ψ
is zero almost everywhere.

The class of phase spaces considered by Coleman and Mizel is contained in
our case. Furthermore, let C be a space of continuous functions φ mapping
( — oo,0] into Rn such that <p(s)es->0 as s—>— oo with norm \\φ\\c = sup\φ(s)\es,
φ^C. Then this space C also is contained in our case, but not in Coleman and
MizePs.

When I was discussing the asymptotic behavior of solutions of a nonautono-
mous system on the phase space mentioned above, Professor Yoshizawa informed
me that Hale considered a more general class of Banach space and discussed the
asymptotic behavior of the solutions of autonomous functional differential
equations with infinite retardation. Therefore, in this paper we shall extend
Hale's results to a nonautonomous system.

2. The phase space considered by Hale. Let \y\ be any vector norm
of Rn. Let B = B(( —oo,0], Rn) be a Banach space of functions mapping ( —°o,0]
into Rn with norm || |'|. For any φ in B and any σ in [0, oo), let φσ be the
restriction of φ to the interval ( —°o, —σ]. This is a function mapping ( —°o, — σ]

into Rn. We shall denote by Bσ the space of such functions φσ. For any η £ Bσ,

we define the norm \\v\\iiσ of η by

\\V\\B* = inf[\\<p\\9 φσ = η} .
9

Then the space Bσ is a Banach space with norm || ||5σ. If x is any function
defined on ( — oo, α), α > 0 , then for each t in [0, a) define the function xt by
the relation xt(s) = x(t+s)9 — oo<sίgO. Let Aa, a>0, be the class of functions
mapping (— oo, a) into Rn such that for each x in Aα, x is a continuous function
on [0, a) and x0 € B. The space B is assumed to have the following properties :

( I ) If x is in A°°, then xt is in B for all t in [0, oo) and xt is a continuous
function of t.

(II) All bounded continuous functions mapping (—oo,0] into Rn are in B.
(III) There is a i / ^0 such that if {φk} is any uniformly bounded sequence

in B converging to φ, uniformly on every compact subset of (— °°, 0] then φv

is in B and \\φkv—φv\\B»-^>Ό as k—>oo.^)

(IV) There are continuous, nondecreasing, nonnegative functions b(r), c(r),
r ^ O , 6(0) = c(0)=0, and a constant K^O such that for any φ in B,

sup

for any σg:

*) In the assumption (III), Hale has assumed that {ΨR\ is pointwise converging sequence.
However, if so, the space C mentioned in Section 1 is not contained in Hale's space.
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(V) If <r^0, φzB, and φσ <= Bσ is defined by φσ(s) = φ(σ+s\ then
—>0 as <r->oo.

It is verified without difficulty that the space mentioned in Section 1 is a

special case of this space considered by Hale.

3. Almost periodic systems. Let B be the Banach space constructed by

Hale. We shall discuss asymptotic behaviors of solutions of a nonautonomous

functional differential equation. We shall use the following notations. Let d(φf D)

be the distance of the point φ from the set D in B, and BH be the subset of

B such that for any φ £ BH \φ\<H and BH be its closure. If x{t) is a continuous

function on an interval [t0, oo) into Rn and xto £ B9 the positive limit set of x(t)

denoted by T+(x(t)) consists of all points z for which there is a sequence {tm}

such that tm—>oo as m—>oo with x(tm)—>z, and the positive limit set A+(xt)

consists of all functions φ^B such that there is a sequence [tm] such that

tm—>oo as w—>°° with ||̂ m—<p\\ —>0.

We shall consider a system

( 1 ) ά(ί) = ί\ί,^)

and its perturbed system

( 2 ) ά(ί) = P{t, xt)

where the following assumptions will be made:

(HI) R and G are continuous on [0, oo)χβ with values in Rn.

(H2) P is continuous on i?1 x B and almost periodic in t uniformly for

φzB.

(H3) For any H>0, there exists a positive constant L(H) such that

\P(t,φ)\ ^L(H) on RιxBH.
(H4) Let 3>(£) be any function defined on R1

9 yoz B, which is continuous

for t i^ 0 and \\yt \\ < ίί^", ί ^ 0, for some ί/* > 0. For any sequence
{tm} such that £m—>oo as m—>oo and for tzR1,

limim I

(H5) Let Q be a fixed subset. For any H > 0 and each £ > 0 there are

fixed numbers δ > 0 and b>0 depending on £ and H such that

\R(t,φ)\ <S holds whenever ί^&, φ^BΠ and d{φ,Q)<h.

(H6) β is separable.

These hypotheses are sufficient to guarantee a local existence theorem for
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solutions of (1).
The following lemma is well known in the case where B is separable.

LEMMA 1. If Pit,φ) is almost periodic in t uniformly for <p€ B and
if {rk} is any real sequence, then there exists a subsequence {τk} and a
P*(t9 φ), which is almost periodic in t uniformly for φ € B9 such that

( 3 ) P(t + τkyφ)->P*(t,φ) as £->oo

uniformly for all t £ Rι and φ on compact subsets of B.

The following lemma is due to Hale (p. 43 in [3]).

LEMMA 2. For any δ ^ O and any φ in B, there is a continuous function
(δ, φ), e(0, 0) = 0 such that for any x in A°° with x0 = φ and \ x{s) | ίg δ,
^ 0 , and for any t in [0, oo),

THEOREM 1. Suppose that hypotheses (Hi) through (H6) hold for some
fixed set QdB and that a bounded solution x(t) for t^t0 of (2) tends to Q
as t-+oom Then for any sequence {t'm} such that t'm-+oo as m-+oo9 there
exists a subsequence {tm} of [tm}, a function y(t) and a function P*(t, φ)
such that

( 4 ) \\xtm+t — yt\\ —>0, as ra—>oo, uniformly on compact subsets of R\

( 5 ) P(tm + t, <p)->P*(t, φ) as m-* oo ,

uniformly for all t £ R1 and φ on compact subsets of B, and

( 6 ) ϊ(fi) = P*(p,yt) for t e R1 .

PROOF. Let x(t) = x(t9tQ9ψ), xto—^, be a solution of ( 2 ) which satisfies
the hypotheses of the theorem and \x(t)\ <ξ for some constant ζ and for every
t^t0. By Lemma 2, there exists a constant v(ζ>ψ) such that H ^ H ^ ^ for all
t^tQ. By boundedness of x{t), there is a z and a subsequence {tm} of {t'm}
such that x(tm)^>z as m—>oo. Take any compact interval IN = [—N,N] and let
{Sm} be a decreasing positive sequence such that Sm—>Q as m—>oo. We can
assume that
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( 7 ) to + N<t19 tm<tm+ί9 for m - 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,

and that

( 8 ) / \G(s9xs)\ds<Sm m = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . - ,

by (H4), taking a subsequence again, if necessary. From (H5) it follows that

there are numbers sm > 0 and δm > 0 such that we have |R(t, φ)\ < £m whenever

t^sm9 φ £ Bv and d(φ>Q)<Cδm. Since xt—>Q as ί—>oo, the numbers sm can be

taken so large that d{xt, Q)<δm for all t^sm. We assume that tm^sm-

and consequently that

( 9 ) \R(t9xt)\ <Sm for all t^tm-N.

For any t>tι

9 £*>£()> we have

(10) x{t) = x(tι) +• J [P(s9 xs) + R(s, xs) + G(s9 xs)} ds .

Set xm(f)=x(tm + t) for - o o < ^ ^ Λ Γ a n d m = l,2, 3, •••. By (H3), let M be
the n u m b e r defined by

(11) M= sup{\P(t,φ)\; tzR\ φ^Bη] .

Using ( 7 ) and (10), we see that

(12) x (t) = ^m(0) + I P(tm + 5, (x ) )ds + I {i?(5> x ) + G(5, Λ: )] ίis .

The sequence {x7ίϊ(ί) t € 7^} is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, since for
any m and for —N"^Sι<Cs2^N9 it follows from ( 8 ) , ( 9 ) and (11) that

Mds+j Smds+ \G(s,xs)\ds
Js> tm-N

By Ascoli's theorem, we can choose a subsequence which converges uniformly
on IN. Letting iV=.l, 2, 3, ••• and using the familiar diagonalization procedure,
we can get a subsequence that will be uniformly convergent to a function y on
ajl compact subsets of R1. The Umjt function y is continuous a.nd bcnmded,
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hence y belongs to B by (II). Define xt and <ψί by

103

and

for —(ί—to)^Θ^O,

foί -°P<θ<-(t-U).

for — (ί—to)t=;θ <°°

for -°o<θ<-(t-t0).

For the v given in (III) and tm such that tmΛ-s^v and tm + s^t0> hypothesis
(IV) implies

ίx(t+θ)

it(o)

0

"+.Kb{\
(

Since ^c(ίm + θ) ~^y(θ) uniformly on compact sets and hypotheses (III) and (V) are
satisfied, \\(Xm)s—ys\\-^0 asm->op uniformly on compact sets. This proves (4).

Now let H(F) be the set of functions H(P)= {P(t + h, φ), tz R1} and H(P)
be the uniform closure in the sense of ( 3 ) of H(P). Using Lemma 1, we can
assume that for the same subsequence {tm} and for some _P*(t9 ψ) z H(F),

(13)

uniformly for all t^R1 and φ on compact subsets of B, as m—>oo.. For any
t £ R1, we have

(14)
/

{P{tm + s, Oc,),) - F*(s, ys)} ds

f I P(βn + 5, (α:m)s) - ^ . ( ί , ) , ) IΛ

ί ~ P*(β,y,)\ds

By (4), we can see that the set {(xm)s s £ R1} has the compact closure in B,
and therefore it follows from (13) that the first term on the right-hand side of
(14) tends to zero as w ^ o o . Since P*(t7 φ) is unifQrrnly continuous on compact
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sets of (t, <p), the second term also tends to zero. Using ( 8), ( 9 ), (12), (13) and
(14), we can see that

y{t) = z + f P*(s,ys)ds for all t € R} .

This completes the proof.

REMARK 1. The above result ( 4 ) shows that the set {xt\t^t0} is
relatively compact in B. The above result has been shown by Hale (Lemma 2
in [4], p. 44) for an autonomous system.

Considering a sequence {tm} such that Xtm—^ψ as ra-^oo, the following
corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1.

COROLLARY 1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. Then the positive
limit set A+(xt) of the path xt is not empty, and for each element ψ £ A+(xt)
there is a sequence {tm}, a function y(t) and a function P*(t, φ) such that
tm-+oo as m—>oo,

\\xιn+t — yt\\ —>0, as m—>oo, uniformly on compact subsets of R\

P(tm + t,φ)-> P*(t, φ) as m -> oo ,

uniformly for all t and φ on compact subsets of By and

y(t) = P*(f,y t) on -oo<t<oo

with J>o = ^ .

REMARK 2. The above result has been obtained by Miller (Corollary 1 in
[6]) in the case where the phase space is C([— r, 0], Rn).

COROLLARY 2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. Then for each
point z € T+(x(t)) there is a sequence {tm}, a function y{f) and a function
P*(t,φ) such that tm~-> oo as m—>oo,

x(tm + t)-+y(t\ as m—>oo9 uniformly on compact subsets of R\

P(tm + t, φ)-+P*(β9 φ) as m-> oo ,

uniformly for all t z Rι and φ on compact subsets of B7 and
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y{t) = P*(ί,y t) on -oo<t<oo

with y(0) = z.

This corollary also follows immediately from Theorem 1 by considering a
sequence {tm} such that x(tm)—>z as m —»oo. Furthermore, this corollary shows
the relation {ψ (0) | ψ € A+(^)} z> {212 €

REMARK 3. For the case where P(t, φ) in ( 2 ) is autonomous, the above
results correspond to Yoshizawa's [7]. Miller [5] has extended Yoshizawa's result
to almost periodic systems, and furthermore, Miller [6] has extended his results
to almost periodic systems of functional differential equations with finite
retaradation.

DEFINITION. A subset U of B is said to be semi-invariant (see p. 54 in
[8]) with respect to the almost periodic system (1), if for each element ψ e U

there is an almost periodic function P*(ί, φ) € H(P) and a solution y(t) of
y{t) = P\t,yt) such that y0 = ψ and yt^U for — oo < t < oo.

COROLLARY 3. We assume the hypotheses (Hi) through (H6). Let Qo

be the largest semi-invariant subset of Q with respect to (1 ) . If x{t) is a
bounded solution of ( 2 ) such that x(t)-+Q as t-^>oo, then •£*—>Q0 as £—>oo.

PROOF. The conclusion of Corollary 1 implies the semi-invariance of
A+(xt) with respect to (1) . It is easily proved by ( 4 ) that xt-+A+(xt) as
t—•> oo, since A+(xt) is nonempty and compact by Lemma 3 in [3]. From Corollary
1 it follows that A+(xt)cQ0. Therefore xt-+Qo as ί—>oo.

4. Liapunov functions and asymptotic behaviors. In this section we
shall apply the results of Section 3 to the system (1 ). If W(t) is a function,
then let

W{£) = lim sup ~- (W(t + h) - Wit)) .
h—»0+ fl

THEOREM 2. Let V(t, <p) be a continuous function on Rι x B such that
Vit, xt) ^ 0 for each solution x(t) of (1). Suppose Pit, φ) and V(t, φ) are
almost periodic in t uniformly for φ£ B and Pit, φ) satisfies (H3). Let U
be the subset of B consisting of all trajectories yt such that corresponding
to yt there exists a sequence {tm}, a function P* £ H(P) and a function
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V* € H(V) such that ίm->oo, α5 w->oo,

P{tm + t,φ)-> P*{t, φ\ V(tm + t9 φ)-> V*(t, φ)

uniformly for all on compact subsets of B,

y(t) = P\t, yt) for t*R\

y{t) is bounded for t £ R}9

and

V*(t,yt) = 0 fortzR1.

If x(t) is a bounded solution for t i^ t0 ^ 0 of (1), then U is nonempty and
xt—*U as t->oo.

Since the proof of this theorem is similiar to that of Miller (Theorem 3 in
[6]), we omit it.

REMARK 4. The essential part in the proof of this theorem is that
V(t, xt)-^V0 for a constant Vo as £—>oo for a bounded solution x{t\ and
\V(t9 xt)\ is bounded since we assume that V(t,φ) is almost periodic. Therefore

it is clear that we can replace the condition V(t, xt) ^ 0 by V(t, xt) =§ 0.

If P and V in Theorem 2 are periodic, the above theorem has the following
form.

COROLLARY 4. Let P(t, φ) and V(t, φ) be periodic in t of the same
period θ. Suppose P(t,φ) satisfies (H3) and V(t9yt)^0 for each solution
y(t) of (1 ). Let U be the set of solutions yt such that y{t) is bounded on
( — 00,00) and V(t,yt) =0 for — oo<£<oo. If χ(t) is a bounded solution
for t^to^O o / ( l ) , then xt-^U as ί->oo.

The following lemma is easily proved by modifing Hale's result (Lemma 1
in [2]).

LEMMA 3. Let the function P(t, φ) of ( 1) satisfy (H3) and V(t, φ) be
continuous on [0, 00) x B. Define
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Suppose there is a constant K such that for all (t, φ) £ U(C) zve have
\φ(ϋ)\ ̂ K and V(t,φ)^0. If V(t,xt)^0for all solutions x(t) of (1), then
all solutions of (1 ) which start in the set U(C) are bounded for all future
time.

PROOF. Let x(t) be a solution of ( 1 ) with initial condition (t0, Xt0) s U(C).
Since V(t, xt)^0, V(t,xt)<C for all t^t0 and \x{t)\^K as long as x(t)

exists. By (H3), we can see that x{f) exists for all t^t0 and \x{t)\ ^K for
all t^t0.

By combining Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 we can generalize certain result of

Hale (Theorem 1 in [2]), Krasovskiϊ (p. 153 in [3]) and Miller (Corollary 4 in

[6]).

COROLLARY 5. Let V(t, φ) be a continuous function on Rιx B such
that V(t, xt) ^ 0 for each solution of ( 1). Let P(t9 φ) and V(t, φ) be almost
periodic in t uniformly for φ e B and P(t, φ) satisfy (H3). Suppose that
there are constants C and K such that V{t, φ)^0, \φ(0)\ ̂  K for each
(ί, φ) £ U(C). If Uo is the set of solutions yt which satisfy the following
conditions corresponding to yt there exists a sequence {tm}, a function
P*zH(P) and a function V* € H(V) such that £m->°o as m->oo, P(tm + t,φ)
-+P*(t,φ\ V(tm + t,φ)—>V\t,φ) as m-^oo, uniformly for all t € Rι and ψ
on compact subsets of B,

= P*(t,yt) for t * Rι ,

\y(t)\ ^K for tzR1

and

Then all solutions x(t) of (1 ) with initial value in U(C) remain in L{K\
where L(K)= [x\ \x\ I^K], and xt-^U0 as t—>oo.

The following corollary corresponds to Corollary 5 in [6].

COROLLARY 6. Let P(t,φ) and V(t,φ) are almost periodic in t
uniformly for φ £ B and Pit, φ) satisfy (H3). Suppose that

( i ) there exists a sequence {tm}9 a function P* € H(P) and a function
V*zH(V) such that trn.-*°°, as m-*oo, P{tn + t,<p)-*P*(t,φ),
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V(tm +t, φ) —> V*(t, φ) as m->oo, uniformly for all t z Rι and φ on
compact subsets of B,

(ii) V(t, xt)~0 for each solution x(t) of.(l),
(iii) for each £>0 there is a δ(£)>0 such that if Ml<δ, then

I V(t, φ)\<£ uniformly for t z R\
and

(iv) there is no solution y{t) of y=P*(t,yt) such that y(t)^O, y(t) is
bounded and V\t, yt) = 0 on t£ R1.

If x(t) is a solution of (1) with V(T, xτ)>0 for some T > 0 , then for each
Hλ>0 there is a number tι=t1(Hl9x(t))>T such that \x(t^)\ >Hι.

The author wishes to thank Professor T. Yoshizawa and Professor J. Kato
for their many useful suggestions.
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